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Chairwoman Stabenow, Ranking Member Boozman, and members of the Committee, thank you
for the opportunity to discuss the Digital Commodities Consumer Protection Act of 2022 (S.
4760). I am Todd Phillips, Director of Financial Regulation and Corporate Governance at the
Center for American Progress. I am pleased to support this bipartisan bill, which would provide
much needed regulatory oversight of the crypto commodity markets while ensuring other
regulators may continue to police other parts of the crypto markets.
Risks, Harms, and the Existing Regulatory Regime
Retail Investors Face Elevated Risks from Crypto
In recent years, crypto assets have grown significantly in usage and prominence in the economy
and culture.1 An NBC News poll in March found that 21 percent of Americans have used or
invested in crypto.2 The significant expansion in crypto usage in the last few years can likely be
explained not only by the innovativeness of the underlying technology, but also a general “hype”
and narrative promoted by advocates that crypto is revolutionizing the financial system. Many
advocates have made significant claims about how crypto and the blockchain—often labeled as
“Web3”—could have a transformative impact on the financial system and the economy.3 These
claims rely on the fact that the blockchain allows for decentralized, peer-to-peer transactions that
obviate the need for traditional intermediaries—and thus can provide, in theory, an open,
egalitarian outlet for individuals to earn money and trade assets outside of the traditional
financial system.4 Further, many buyers of crypto no doubt purchased tokens with the
expectation that their value will only continue to increase—an expectation reinforced by a
frequent claim made by advocates that the price of Bitcoin will inevitably grow to $100,000 or
more.5
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However, because the longstanding federal financial regulatory laws designed to protect
investors are not being enforced, practices such as market manipulation, so-called “rug pulls,”
fraud, and outright theft plague crypto markets.6 According to one estimate, $2.9 billion of
crypto was stolen in the first four months of 2022 alone,7 and a major crypto exchange was
recently sued by a retirement savings firm alleging that the exchange failed to protect customers
from an attack that led to the theft of $36 million in crypto assets (the case is ongoing).8 These
types of problems pose a significant risk to retail investors, who in some cases invest their life
savings into crypto assets. So long as existing laws are not effectively applied to crypto markets
and gaps exist in existing financial regulatory laws, customers and investors will not benefit from
the many protections that these laws guarantee for traditional financial services products ranging
from stocks and bonds to bank deposits.
Investors have also been drawn into a variety of crypto projects by implausible and sometimes
fantastical promises. Recently failed crypto projects accumulated investors with promises of
stability plus high returns (in the case of Celsius, promising returns as high as 19 percent).9
These businesses were essentially engaging in fractional-reserve banking when they lent
depositors’ crypto to speculators on margin. When crypto prices sharply declined in recent
months, these firms suddenly found that their counterparties were unable to meet margin calls.
The situation was made worse as the depositors lost confidence and began demanding
withdrawals en masse which, given the nature of fractional-reserve banking, the lenders could
not meet in full. Consequently, these firms have been forced to file for bankruptcy.10
Similarly, the recent collapse of the stablecoin TerraUSD and demonstrates the significant risks
to investors in algorithmic stablecoins. Stablecoin issuers have economic features that resemble
banks even though they are not regulated as such. Issuers, in theory, hold reserve assets that
allow investors to redeem tokens on demand for $1 each in cash (very similar to how a
traditional bank deposit account works). However, issuers may (and the issuer of TerraUSD did)
rehypothecate the assets for their own benefit. Terra, accordingly, did not have sufficient assets
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on reserve, which prompted a run by investors demanding redemptions that caused the token to
“lose its peg” and collapse in value.11
Crypto’s Consequences for Climate Change
In addition to imposing significant risks on retail investors, there is evidence that activities
involving crypto assets—particularly, the process of solving a repetitive mathematical function
to record new transactions known as mining, hashing, or validating—are extremely energy
intensive, and therefore have a large carbon footprint. By some estimates, Bitcoin alone is
responsible for 0.40% of the world’s electricity consumption, has a carbon footprint equal to that
of Denmark or New Zealand, and in a single transaction uses more energy than 100,000 Visa
transactions.12 By another estimate, the carbon footprint of a single mined Bitcoin is 221 metric
tons of carbon dioxide, while the carbon footprint of mining gold valued at the equivalent of one
Bitcoin is only 8 tons of carbon dioxide.13 As the Office of Science and Technology Policy
noted, “[t]he explosive growth of the digital asset ecosystem may contribute to greater energy
use and negatively impact the climate.”14
Crypto’s Heretofore Negligible Effects on Financial Inclusion
One particularly noteworthy element of the crypto industry’s advocacy has been claims by
industry leaders that the growth of crypto assets will bolster financial inclusion by providing
low-income individuals easier and cheaper access to financial services than those offered by the
traditional financial services industry.15 Financial inclusion is defined as access to financial
products and services, such as payments, savings, and credit, that are “delivered in a responsible
and sustainable way,” and is typically measured by the percentage of a community’s population
that has access to a bank account.16 Individuals who lack access to any financial services are
considered “unbanked,” accounting for about 6 percent of the U.S. population and
disproportionately consisting of people of color.17
The fundamental purpose of financial inclusion is to improve the overall economic well-being of
low-income individuals. Expanding access to financial services should help reduce poverty and
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improve the overall economic well-being of the unbanked by enabling individuals to build
savings, make financial transactions at lower costs, and better prepare for future financial risks.18
The primary obstacle for financial inclusion is cost: Bank account fees, particularly overdraft
fees, can be prohibitive for low-income individuals.19 Moreover, the cumbersome nature of the
U.S. payments system, in which transactions usually take a couple of days to clear and checks
can take as many as six days to clear, is a significant obstacle for individuals who live paycheck
to paycheck and need access to cash quickly to cover basic living expenses.20
Advocates’ claims that crypto assets can bolster financial inclusion typically include several
points, including that crypto is easier to access than traditional financial services because it only
requires having internet and a device; that crypto assets can help the unbanked accumulate
savings without needing a bank account; that crypto assets can help the unbanked make
payments more easily than using existing financial services; and that crypto assets can help the
unbanked invest their money without the need for traditional intermediaries such as banks. While
this claim that crypto supports financial inclusion may be true in certain instances—indeed, some
crypto transactions may be cheap, much as how some traditional money transfers may be
outrageously expensive—it does not necessarily hold for the entire industry.
This rhetoric is faulty on several counts. First, even though fees for money transfers and bank
accounts can be high, crypto asset fees are often even higher.21 Crypto networks charge
transaction fees, often at a steep rate, even for small transactions.22 Second, the inherently
speculative nature of crypto assets is at odds with the purpose of financial inclusion. Crypto
assets are still an especially risky form of investment, and as explained above, consumer
protections are lax. Further, crypto assets are scarcely used for normal payments at present.23
Third, individuals still typically require a bank account to use crypto assets. In order to purchase
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crypto on a reputable exchange, customers must deposit funds in an online account from a debit
card or bank account and when holders need to sell their crypto for cash, they usually require a
bank account to deposit the cash they received.24 While it is true that trading crypto assets
technically only requires internet access and a device, the same can be said about having a bank
account—and research has shown that lack of internet access itself increases one’s probability of
being unbanked and outside the financial system.25
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, crypto assets do not appear to fundamentally fix the
problem that financial inclusion seeks to solve. The goal of financial inclusion is more than just
easier and more accessible financial transactions; it is making sure individuals and households
have better financial stability and economic well-being. Crypto assets use a new technology that
can sometimes make old processes more efficient, but there’s no proof they reduce income
inequality or put more money into people’s pockets.26 Crypto simply offers a new way for
individuals to transact and speculate with the money they already have. In fact, a recent survey
by the Pew Research Center indicates that, of the U.S. adults who have invested in crypto assets,
78% say they did so as “a different way to invest” and 75% say they thought crypto investing
was “a good way to make money.”27 And because that survey found that 46% of Americans who
have invested in cryptocurrency say it’s “done worse than expected,” compared to only 15% who
say their investments have done better, encouraging people to use their hard-earned paychecks or
savings to buy highly risky assets could actually harm the goals of financial inclusion.
The Existing Crypto Regulatory Regime
Crypto assets exist and trade on blockchains, a relatively new form of technology that can be
used for many public and private purposes. Blockchain technology is unique in that data are
shared among the nodes of computer networks and organized as irreversible chains of blocks.28
But at their core, blockchains are functionally similar to traditional databases or ledgers in that
their basic purpose is to store information. The novelty and innovative nature of the technology
does not change the fact that assets that are stored on blockchains are the same types of assets
that have always existed. Just as the evolution of stocks from physical pieces of paper to
digitized certificates stored in computer depositories did not change the fundamental economic
characteristics of the assets, for example, the fact that a token representing the sale of a security
exists on a blockchain does not mean it should be treated any differently than traditional
securities from an economic or regulatory standpoint. When traded publicly, crypto assets that
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exist on blockchains can be securities, commodities, banking products, or non-fungible tokens,
subject to existing statutory provisions.29
•

•

•
•

Securities are fungible (i.e., interchangeable) and tradeable financial instruments—
including stocks, bonds, notes, and other evidences of indebtedness—that are used by
corporations, governments, and other entities to raise capital. Crypto assets are “crypto
securities” when they meet the same legal requirements as other securities.
Commodities are “goods sold in the market with a quality and value uniform throughout
the world.”30 Commodities are fungible, do not represent legal claims, and have prices
that float based on supply and demand, and crypto assets that meet this categorization are
“crypto commodities.”31
Banking products can be functionally equivalent to securities or commodities, but when
issued by a bank they may be subject to different regulatory provisions.
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique crypto assets that can be used to represent
something else, such as physical or virtual assets. Much like works of art, NFTs can be
bought and sold by collectors with prices that fluctuate due to demand for NFTs with
certain characteristics (e.g., location of the represented real property, identity of the
issuer).32

Statutes that Congress has enacted over many decades to protect investors and the financial
system give regulators broad authority to address many of the risks posed by crypto assets, even
though those risks are fairly new.33 Like traditional financial products, some crypto assets or
crypto market infrastructure may be under the jurisdiction of multiple regulators. Importantly,
despite the age of these laws, they are sufficiently flexible to allow regulators to amend existing
regulations or simply apply them to new situations in ways that protect investors and consumers
while still permitting legitimate financial services companies to operate and grow. Below are
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descriptions of some authorities that financial regulators maintain over crypto assets. Other laws,
such as criminal statutes, may also apply. Appendix A provides the below information as a chart.
Securities and Exchange Commission
The Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and regulations thereunder
require the issuer of a security—including a crypto security—to register the security with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and issue a prospectus before marketing and selling
the security to the general public34 and file quarterly, annual, and other disclosure reports.35
These filings provide important information to investors, including the terms governing the
security,36 finances and governance of the issuer,37 and how the issuer intends to use the
proceeds.38 These laws also ensure that all market participants have the same information about
crypto securities, and prohibit insider trading.
Consistently applying the federal securities laws to crypto securities would address many of the
largest abuses. At minimum, registration requirements would provide two significant benefits to
the crypto markets. First, if a crypto security is unregistered, and no exemption is claimed,
investors or investment advisers can know that it is likely a scam. Second, unregistered crypto
securities cannot be traded on registered exchanges, limiting the reach of that scam.
The SEC also has broad authority over those who assist in the buying and selling, as well as
custody, of securities. Some companies provide custody services for crypto assets, either holding
clients’ wallets or holding clients’ crypto assets directly in the companies’ own wallets.
Depending on the roles they play, wallet providers could be regulated as securities brokers,
which are required to register with the SEC and become a member of a national securities
association (e.g., FINRA).39 Brokers are also limited in how they may use clients’ securities in
short sales or other hypothecation activities, and have capital requirements to protect investors’
assets.40 Further, brokers are also prohibited from engaging in manipulative, deceptive, or
otherwise fraudulent activities, again protecting investors against abuses.41 Brokers are also
regulated by Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC), which protects client assets.42
Lastly, the SEC requires brokers to maintain protections against cybersecurity incidents.
The SEC could also regulate wallet providers as clearing agencies, which act as intermediaries in
the buying and selling of securities, helping ensure settlement or reduce the number of settlement
transactions by holding securities in custody for clients.43 Traditionally, securities clearing
agencies take the form of the DTCC, a private company that holds securities in trust and permits
transactions to occur on its proprietary ledger, easing market transactions (it cleared $1.6
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quadrillion in transactions in 2014).44 Requiring wallet providers to register as clearing agencies
would help safeguard clients’ securities by allowing the SEC to impose regulations on providers
and prohibit providers from providing services to prior bad actors, among other restrictions.45
Crypto securities often trade on exchanges and venues that are similar to securities exchanges,
alternative trading systems (ATS), and broker-dealer internalizers. Any entity that “constitutes,
maintains, or provides a marketplace or facilities for bringing together purchasers and sellers of
securities” is required to register with the SEC or qualify for an exemption.46 SEC oversight of
crypto securities trading venues would enable the SEC to ensure that those venues have rules and
procedures to “prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices,” “promote just and
equitable principles of trade,” and prohibit “unfair discrimination” in trading.47 Further, applying
oversight to crypto securities trading venues also entails the imposition of listing standards,
which may include prohibiting venues from listing crypto securities that fail to meet certain
income, liquidity, or other thresholds so that investors know that they are investing in reputable
securities.48 The SEC could also impose business continuity standards so that crypto exchanges
remain accessible to traders in times of market volatility or natural disasters, and against
cybersecurity incidents.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
The Commodity Exchange Act provides that it is illegal to manipulate or provide false or
misleading information regarding the markets for commodity and commodity derivative
contracts, and that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) has authority to write
rules clarifying what types of activities are manipulative.49 Applying these prohibitions to the
market for crypto commodities would protect traders, as the CFTC could sue for market
manipulation like churning, wash trading, spoofing, and other manipulative acts and practices.
The prohibitions on fraud and manipulation apply not only to traders transacting in commodities,
but the market infrastructure surrounding those transactions, including crypto commodity issuers,
wallet providers, and exchanges. The CFTC can enforce the fraud prohibition on wallet
providers that fail to provide custody protections offered, and on crypto commodity exchanges
that promise traders specific protections against manipulation on their platforms but fail to
deliver.
The CFTC also regulates the market for commodity derivatives, which are financial instruments
with a value based on the value of something else; for example, a future is a contract between
two parties to sell a commodity at a certain date in the future for a price determined today. The
CFTC has full regulatory authority over exchanges that facilitate the trading of commodity
derivatives, including derivatives of crypto commodities. Under the Commodity Exchange Act,
there are two types of exchanges—designated contract markets (DCMs) and swap execution
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facilities (SEFs)—that execute or trade commodity derivatives contracts, and they must register
with the CFTC.50 Requiring registration of exchanges that facilitate transactions in derivatives of
crypto commodities would require the exchanges to “establish and enforce … rules that will
deter abuses,” to limit trading of only those swaps “not readily susceptible to manipulation,” and
address conflicts of interest, among other requirements.51 It would also require exchanges to
have a chief compliance officer and allow the CFTC to write extensive regulations ensuring that
investors are protected.52
The Gap in Existing Regulation
The most prominent gap in the regulation of crypto assets is in the crypto commodity spot
markets (that is the sale of an item for immediate delivery, or “on the spot”). Although the CFTC
may enforce prohibitions against fraud and market manipulation, Congress has not previously
granted agencies regulatory authority in these areas; previously, corporations such as grain
elevators served as commodity exchanges and federal regulation was largely unnecessary.
Today, however, regulations governing crypto commodity spot markets would be beneficial. For
example, with spot exchange registration requirements, regulators could easily shut down
unregistered spot brokers and exchanges that may be harming their clients; failure to register or
false statements on registration documents are easier to prove than fraud, market manipulation,
or unfair practices. Spot exchange regulations would also enable regulators to require exchanges
to actively prevent fraud and market manipulation, as the SEC requires of securities exchanges,
and regulatory authority would give the CFTC easy access to the quote and trade data that allows
them to identify market manipulation more easily.
Security or a Commodity?
One of the biggest questions in crypto today is whether any particular fungible token is a security
or a commodity, and significant legal implications turn on the determination. Traditionally,
securities are issued by companies, municipalities, non-profits, or individuals to raise capital to
develop products and provide holders with legal rights vis-à-vis the issuers (e.g., voting rights,
dividends). Unlike securities, commodities like gold or corn have no central issuer and generally
do not provide owners with legal rights.
One classic problem in financial markets is information asymmetry: the sellers of financial
products may have access to material information affecting the value of an investment of which
the buyer is not aware. Congress attempted to mitigate this problem with the passage of the
Securities Act and Securities Exchange Act in 1933 and 1934, the core of which involve
requiring entities issuing and trading securities to provide detailed disclosures of information
about their business practices.53 Such disclosures are critical to well-functioning markets because
they allow investors to make informed judgments about how to best allocate their capital based
on expected risks and rewards.
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To determine whether the sale of an asset constitutes a security, courts use two different tests.
The test most applicable to the sale of crypto assets is the Howey Test, under which a contract is
an “investment contract,” and therefore a security, if there is (1) an investment; (2) in a common
enterprise; (3) with a reasonable expectation of profits; (4) to be derived from the entrepreneurial
or managerial efforts of others.54 This four-part test was crafted to appropriately include within
the scope of the securities laws those financial instruments for which investors would benefit
from the laws’ applications and exclude those for which investors would not. Investors in
instruments largely reliant on product developers or centralized promoters to create profit need
information about how those profits will be or are being created. However, investors in contracts
that do not meet the Howey Test are unlikely to need protection from the securities laws;
investors do not need securities-specific disclosures if there is no investment, no expectation of
profit, no central promoter, or if they themselves are central to an enterprise’s profitmaking
activities.
Although whether or not a particular crypto token is a security under the Howey Test is a factsand-circumstances determination, prior case law indicates that many crypto assets are likely to be
deemed securities by courts; the application of the securities laws to sales of crypto assets would
benefit investors, as investors would be served by knowing who is developing the product, how
investments are being used, what the product will look like, and what the investment risks are.55
For example, even when an issuer sells crypto assets that do not grant the token holder voting
rights or claims to coupon or dividend payments like holders of stocks and bonds, Securities Act
disclosures provide investors in the initial sale with information that will help them understand
whether their tokens can be resold for a profit.56 When an issuer airdrops/gifts crypto tokens to
provide secondary market liquidity that allows the issuer to raise capital in secondary market
offerings, the Securities Exchange Act’s disclosures may help new investors understand issuers’
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ongoing activities.57 And although many crypto projects are open source (e.g., anyone may
suggest edits to an application’s code and holders of “governance tokens” may vote on whether
those edits are adopted) there may be instances in which a primary developer or central promoter
remains sufficiently in control of the application’s development. In such cases, investors deserve
to know that primary developer or central promoter’s future plans.
For these reasons, it is reasonable to expect the courts to deem many tokens issued by so-called
decentralized finance (“DeFi”) apps (Dapps) or decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs)
to be securities. Although many Dapp and DAO token promoters claim that they are
decentralized, in reality, Dapps and DAOs have characteristics akin to traditional corporations:
Single developers or managers are often actively involved in the administration of a given
project and many tokens have characteristics akin to traditional stocks such as giving holders the
ability to vote on governance proposals and permitting profit-sharing arrangements akin to
dividends.58 This type of structure can be susceptible to manipulation and attacks, such as a
recent instance involving the DeFi project Beanstalk Farms, in which an attacker used a DeFi
product called a flash loan to borrow crypto for a short period of time in order to quickly gain
possession of a majority of Beanstalk governance tokens and vote through a governance proposal
giving itself over $180 million worth of crypto.59 However, if Beanstalk Farms had been
registered with the SEC and the securities laws were applied, it is possible the manipulation and
attacks could have been mitigated in part because investors would have access to greater
information about the project and investment risks, as well as investor protections and SEC
oversight of flash loan platforms.
Benefits of the Digital Commodities Consumer Protection Act
Although I expect many crypto assets would be deemed securities under the Howey Test, courts
may decide that some or all Dapp and DAO tokens are not securities following facts-andcircumstances examinations of their issuance and governance. For example, courts could
determine that a Dapp’s governance is sufficiently distributed such that investors would not be
served by the application of the securities laws. If courts were to make such determinations,
federal regulators would be quite limited under current law in their ability to regulate these
assets. Further, there are some crypto assets, such as bitcoin, where there is broad consensus that
they are not securities, including by SEC Chair Gensler.60 Today, bitcoin accounts for nearly
40% of the crypto market by volume, and the United States lacks a regulatory regime for it.
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Oversight of the market for bitcoin and any other crypto commodities is limited to the CFTC’s
anti-fraud and -manipulation authorities.
This gap in federal law wherein no regulator has full legal authority to oversee the commodity
spot markets harms investors and the credibility of the markets themselves. Crypto commodity
investors deserve better.
I support the Digital Commodities Consumer Protection Act (DCCPA) because it would
appropriately fill in that gap by providing the CFTC with the desperately needed authority to
oversee these markets without affecting other regulators’ jurisdiction and legal authorities.
Below are explanations of some of the most important provisions of the bill.
Retains SEC Authority Over Crypto Securities
While the DCCPA would grant the CFTC regulatory authority over digital commodities,61 the
bill would exclude from the definition of “digital commodity” anything that is a “security.”62
Accordingly, the securities laws would appropriately continue applying to crypto assets
identified by the courts as securities.
Implements Appropriate Customer Protections
The DCCPA would implement appropriate consumer protections for assets subject to the bill’s
provisions.
Because it is easier for retail traders to buy and sell assets that are listed on platforms than to
trade bilaterally, the securities laws have long provided the SEC with the authority to limit which
assets exchanges list to those appropriate for retail investors.63 One of the biggest improvements
made by the DCCPA would be that the CFTC could prohibit trading platforms (i.e., trading
facilities, brokers, dealers, custodians) from listing any crypto assets that are “readily subject to
manipulation,” protecting the customers that may decide to invest in those assets.64 Specifically,
the DCCPA would permit the CFTC to limit the listing of crypto assets to those in which “the
operating structure and system of the digital commodity is secure from cybersecurity threats,
including the possibility of material alterations by persons acting collectively” and “the
functionality of the digital commodity will protect holders from operational failures,” among
other restrictions. This would help address, for example, problem that Beanstalk Farms assets
were siphoned off following a change in governance by a single bad actor.
The DCCPA would also ensure crypto commodity investors receive consolidated disclosures.
Whereas investors in securities have ready access to a variety of written disclosures (e.g., S-1s,
10-Ks, 10-Qs), investors in crypto commodities currently lack any such disclosures; instead, they
are largely limited to scouring projects’ discord servers for project updates. To address the lack
of consolidated disclosures, the DCCPA would require crypto commodity platforms to disclose
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to customers “conspicuous” and “plain language” information about “the operating structure and
system of” listed crypto commodities,65 as well as about “the material risks and characteristics of
any applicable digital commodity contracts.”66 This information will better enable crypto
commodity investors to understand the risks and opportunities of their investments. Having this
information in one central location is even more helpful.
Further protecting investors is the DCCPA’s broad prohibitions on fraud, deceit, and
manipulation. The bill would prohibit all platforms from “engag[ing] in any act, practice, or
course of business … that is fraudulent, deceptive, or manipulative.”67 In addition, trading
facilities would be required to ensure “a competitive, open, and efficient market … that protects
the price discovery process,” to “protect markets and market participants from abusive practices”
on their platforms, and to “monitor trading in digital commodities to prevent manipulation, price
distortion, and disruptions of the delivery or settlement process;”68 and brokers and dealers
would only be permitted to “trade, or arrange a trade, in a in a contract for a digital commodity
that is not readily susceptible to manipulation,”69 and would be required to conform with
“business conduct standards… relating to fraud, manipulation, and other abusive practices.”70 All
of these provisions would ensure that crypto commodity markets are fair and equitable and that
retail investors may make decisions based on truthful information.
Currently, some crypto platforms trade against their clients71 or engage in what is effectively
insider trading,72 and there is little regulators can do to stop it so long as these practices are
disclosed in the platforms’ fine print. These types of activities are explicitly prohibited by the
securities laws, as they are contrary to the concept of fair dealing.73 The DCCPA would address
crypto commodity platforms’ conflicts of interest by requiring the CFTC to “establish structural
and institutional safeguards … to minimize conflicts of interest that might potentially bias the
judgment or supervision of a digital commodity platform and contravene the core principles of
fair and equitable trading … including conflicts arising out of transactions or arrangements with
affiliates.”74 Among other things, the DCCPA would also permit the CFTC to require
“information partitions and the legal separation of different categories of digital commodity
platforms” so that these activities cannot occur.75 Brokers and dealers would also be required to
“establish prices fairly and objectively,” “disclose the basis for those prices,” and “shall not
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disrupt market functioning or hinder the price discovery process.”76 Further, the bill would also
require the CFTC to adopt “standards governing digital commodity platform marketing and
advertising, including testimonials and endorsements” to avoid misleading advertisements like
those that occurred during the “Crypto Bowl.”77
Finally, the DCCPA would protect investors by requiring platforms to hold customer assets “in a
manner that minimizes the risk of loss of, or unreasonable delay in access to, the customer
property,” including segregating funds and prohibiting the comingling with the property of the
platform.78 Further, just as the securities laws permit of the SEC,79 the DCCPA would permit the
CFTC to regulate or even prohibit platforms to rehypothecate (i.e., lend out) client crypto
commodities.80 And to address issues being faced today with the bankruptcy of crypto lending
platforms like Celsius, the DCCPA would update the bankruptcy code to provide that crypto
commodities held by platforms are assets of the platforms’ clients.81
Provides for Effective Federal Oversight of Crypto Commodity Platforms
Unlike some other bills that have been introduced this Congress,82 the DCCPA would require the
mandatory registration, oversight, and inspection of crypto commodity platforms.83 The
importance of this oversight cannot be overstated. Most importantly, permitting platforms to
avoid registration would simply lead to a race to the bottom; if one platform gains a competitive
advantage by not registering, it is likely that others will decide not to register either, causing a
deterioration of customer protections.
Further, in order to effectively enforce prohibitions on fraud and market manipulation, regulators
must have ready access to pre- and post-trade data from platforms, allowing regulators to more
easily identify spoofers, inside traders, and other market manipulators.84 Yet today, the CFTC’s
lack of detailed information about transactions on crypto platforms inhibits its ability to enforce
its existing anti-fraud and -manipulation authority over crypto commodities. Importantly, while
many crypto asset transactions occur on blockchains, transactions facilitated by crypto exchanges
occur on the exchanges’ own ledgers. A recent investigation “of 157 crypto exchanges” using
data reported to research firms “finds that 51% of the daily bitcoin trading volume being reported
is likely bogus,” resulting from wash trades and other market manipulation.85 However, because
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the CFTC does not have access to the trade data, it is difficult if not impossible to effectively
enforce the market manipulation prohibitions currently applicable to bitcoin.
The DCCPA would address this lack of information by requiring all crypto commodity platforms
to engage in extensive recordkeeping and provide that information to the CFTC upon request.86
Specifically, trading facilities would be explicitly required to “capture information that may be
used in establishing whether rule violations have occurred,”87 and brokers and dealers would be
required to “keep full, complete, and systematic records (including all pertinent data and
memoranda) of all transactions relating to its business of dealing or brokerage in digital
commodity transactions,” as well as “all oral and written communications provided or received
concerning quotes, solicitations, bids, offers, instructions, trading, and prices.”88 Brokers and
dealers would also be required to become members of a self-regulatory organization, which
would impose additional oversight of these entities.89
Importantly, the definitions of digital commodity broker, dealer, and trading facility in the
DCCPA are sufficiently broad as to cover defi trading platforms, not just centralized platforms.
In addition, the DCCPA would permit trading platforms to list both crypto securities and crypto
commodities, allowing traders to buy and sell all crypto assets on a single platform, so long as
the platform is dual-registered with the SEC as a securities exchange, broker, or dealer.90 In this
sense, the DCCPA would allow the crypto commodity and security markets to continue
developing as a singular entity but would not permit issuers to choose their regulator.
Prevents Systemic Risks
As crypto markets continue developing, they have the potential to become highly integrated into
traditional financial markets. The DCCPA contains several provisions that would help ensure
that crypto markets do not become a systemic risk. Specifically, the DCCPA would provide the
CFTC with the explicit authority to “make, promulgate, and enforce such rules governing
margined, leveraged, or financed digital commodity trades.”91 Congress granted regulators
similar authority over the trading of securities on margin following the Great Depression to
ensure that overly-leveraged trading does not again cause the securities markets to fail, which
also applies to crypto securities,92 and it is important that crypto commodities be covered by
similar provisions. Further, the DCCPA requires crypto commodity trading facilities to “provide
for the exercise of emergency authority” by the facility or CFTC when markets go haywire,
“including the authority to liquidate or transfer open positions in any digital commodity or to
suspend or curtail trading in a digital commodity.”93 This provision is extremely important; in a
market event where crypto prices drop precipitously, platforms’ automated systems could close
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traders’ positions and cause a cascading effect, whereas halting trading could bring stability to
the markets.
Addresses Climate Change and Financial Inclusion
As noted above, two significant concerns about crypto assets are their implications for climate
change and financial inclusion. Importantly, the DCCPA works towards addressing these
worries. Regarding climate change, the bill requires the CFTC and other federal agencies to
“examine … the energy consumption and sources of energy used in connection with the creation
and transfer of the most widely traded digital commodities” and publish “an estimate of the
energy consumption and sources of energy used in connection with the creation and transfer of”
those assets.94 With the disclosure of this information, traders would be able to understand how
energy efficient a crypto asset is and whether added costs due to using energy-intensive
blockchains could reduce potential investment returns, thereby yielding better capital allocation
in the market.95 As a result of such disclosures, token issuers may be incentivized to migrate to
more energy efficient blockchains and miners and stakers may be incentivized to utilize cleaner
electricity as investors migrate their capital following the environmental impacts of their
investments.
Regarding financial inclusion, the DCCPA would require the CFTC to study the participation of
historically underserved communities in crypto markets. Specifically, the CFTC would be
required to “examine the racial, ethnic, and gender demographics of customers participating in
digital commodity markets” and issue a report “describing how those demographics will inform
the rules and regulations of the Commission relating to customer protection” and how the CFTC
“can provide outreach to historically underserved customers” and “provide [for] appropriate
protection, outreach, or other similar activities relating to historically underserved customers
participating in digital commodity markets.”96 This study is important. There are deep concerns
about whether crypto assets and blockchain technology will truly lead to financial inclusion; as
Black, Hispanic, and Asian Americans are more likely to have invested in crypto assets than
White Americans, they are likely to have been harmed by the recent crypto downturn.97 While
other regulators examine the potential for crypto to be used in payments or banking, it is
important that the CFTC evaluates racial, ethnic, and gender differences in crypto investing and
applies those lessons to its rulemakings.
Additional Important Provisions
The DCCPA contains three additional, positive provisions that warrant mentioning.
First, the bill would permit the CFTC to collect fees from crypto commodity platforms
registrants “used to recover the annual costs of” regulating the crypto commodity markets.98
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Although these user fees would be used to offset congressional appropriations, rather than
supplementing or replacing those appropriations as is preferable, these offsetting user fees may
encourage Congress to raise the CFTC’s total appropriations to a more effective level.
Second, the bill would preempt State money transmission, virtual currency, and commodity
broker registration requirements. This provision is appropriately limited, and explicitly does “not
affect the applicability of State antifraud laws.”99
Lastly, the DCCPA would require all digital commodity platforms to comply with federal antimoney laundering (AML) laws.100 These entities are already largely required to comply with
AML laws, but the bill would make this requirement explicit.101
Recommended Amendments
Following public release of the DCCPA, several provisions have been identified for which the
Committee may wish to consider amendment.
First, the DCCPA’s definition of “digital commodity” explicitly provides that the crypto asset
Ether is a commodity. Sometime this year, the Ethereum blockchain will be undergoing changes
to make it more energy efficient, and there is debate within academia and the crypto industry
about whether this change will make Ether a security under the Howey Test.102 The Committee
may wish to consider removing reference to specific crypto assets from its definition.
Second, there is some concern that the listing of a digital asset on a digital commodity platform
may result in a legal presumption that the asset meets the definition of digital commodity under
the DCCPA. This is especially a concern given that the DCCPA appropriately does not limit
digital commodity platforms from listing only digital commodities; in fact, it expects dual
registration as a securities platform and the listing of securities.103 The Committee may wish to
clarify that the listing of a digital asset on a digital commodity platform does not provide a
presumption that the asset is a commodity. A similar change could be made to provide that the
fact that the CFTC has not stayed a listing does not imply that the CFTC considers that asset to
be a digital commodity under the DCCPA.
Third, the DCCPA’s definition of “digital commodity” is limited to those assets that can be
“transferred person-to-person without necessary reliance on an intermediary.”104 The implication
of this prong is that crypto miners and stakers—upon which crypto transactions rely—are not
intermediaries. However, these entities may be considered intermediaries as they may have the
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capacity to rearrange the order in which crypto transactions are validated.105 The Committee may
wish to consider adding a prong to the definition of “digital commodity” that explicitly includes
that assets that are “transferred on a blockchain or similar technology.”
Fourth, the DCCPA as written would potentially remove the SEC’s jurisdiction over some
transactions that include securities as the bill would provide the CFTC with exclusive
jurisdiction over agreements, contracts, or transactions involving digital commodities.106 This
exclusive jurisdiction language could, for example, strip the SEC of concurrent jurisdiction over
transactions for which crypto commodities are exchanged for securities, including crypto
securities. Accordingly, the Committee may wish to consider amending the proposed section
1a(c)(2)(F)(i) to read something like “shall have exclusive jurisdiction over, any account,
agreement, contract, or transaction involving a digital commodity trade, except in instances
where such an account, agreement, contract, or transaction involves trading a digital commodity
for a security in which the Securities and Exchange Commission may have concurrent
jurisdiction under the securities laws.” The Committee may also wish to include language in the
DCCPA providing that “Before commencing any rulemaking or issuing an order regarding an
agreement, contract, or transaction involving both a digital commodity and a security, the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission shall consult and coordinate to the extent possible with
the Securities and Exchange Commission and the prudential regulators for the purposes of
assuring regulatory consistency and comparability, to the extent possible.” This language is
similar to that which Congress included in Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act.107
Conclusion
In sum, the Digital Commodities Consumer Protection Act is important legislation that Congress
should take up. The bill would impose significant customer protections for traders of crypto
commodities; provide the Commodity Futures Trading Commission with much needed
regulatory authority to oversee crypto commodity brokers, trading facilities, and other platforms;
and contains provisions to help address systemic risks, crypto’s consequences for climate
change, and the problems with financial inclusion. Importantly, the DCCPA would ensure that
the Securities and Exchange Commission retains authority over crypto assets that are
appropriately deemed securities. I encourage this Committee to approve this bipartisan bill and
Congress to enact it expeditiously.
Thank you, and I am happy to answer any questions.
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Appendix A

Regulator Authority by Crypto Asset Type
Crypto Security
Securities and Exchange
Commission

Crypto Commodity

Full authority

Anti-Fraud Authority

Bank Regulators

Full authority if issued
by a bank

Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau

Financial Stability
Oversight Council

Stablecoin
Full authority if assets
invest in securities and
not issued by a bank

Commodity Futures
Trading Commission

Federal Trade
Commission

Non-Fungible Token

Full authority if not
invested and not issued
by a bank
Full authority if issued
by a bank

Full authority if issued
by a bank

Authority over unfair or deceptive acts or practices in spot transactions not
involving banks
Regulatory authority if a
consumer financial
product or if used as
payments
Designate systemically important issuers and
market infrastructure
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Regulatory authority if a
consumer financial
product or if used as
payments
Designate systemically
important issuers and
market infrastructure

